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Note: follow these instructions carefully! These instructions assume that the text has created with the Z-axis 
as depth (default).

Create a Text object, then convert the text to a curve. In the Object Data tab, reduce the vertices 
from default 12 to an acceptable setting where the curves are still relatively smooth (usually 4-6) 
and set to 3D.

In Edit Mode select all vertices and switch handle type to Free ( V > Free ).

In Object Mode, convert the curve to a mesh.

Back to Edit Mode: select all vertices and extrude down along the Z-axis twice, then select the 
bottom half of the mesh and P > Separate > Selection . You will now have two objects: Text and 
Text.001.

Object Mode: select the bottom text (Text.001), and add a Solidify modifier. Adjust the Thickness 
inward, select Even Thickness and High Quality options, then apply the modifier.

In Edit Mode select the top edges and delete vertices. Clean up any bad geometry (Careful about 
cleaning up: the vertices from both meshes have to match in number and placement for this to 
work). Select all the interior edge loops of each letter and Alt-F (Create Faces)  and Alt-J (Tris to
Quads) .

Exit Edit Mode. Select the top half of the text (Text) and add a Solidify modifier, this time 
adjusting the Thickness outward. Select the Even Thickness and High Quality options and apply.

In Edit Mode select the bottom vertices and delete. Clean up any bad geometry.

Object Mode: select the two meshes and Ctrl-J (Join) .

Back in Edit Mode, select only the exterior edges of the bottom text (Text.001) and only the 
interior edges of the top text (Text). Then E xtrude, S cale Z  0 . Remove doubles. Deselect all and 
then press Shift-Ctrl-Alt-M (Select All Non Manifold) . The selection should contain only the top 
outer edges of the text. If it doesn’t, there’s an error somewhere. Undo your way back to where 
the error is or just start over.

While in Edit Mode create a plane large enough to contain your text and X > Delete Only Faces . 
Subdivide the remaining edges a number of times to create geometry.

Shift-Ctrl-Alt-M : the selection will contain only the top outer of the text plus the plane edges. 
Alt-F  followed by Alt-J  and you should have a plane with faces connected to the outer edge of 
the text.

When a Subsurf modifier and Smooth Shading are added, all the text should remain crisp and 
undistorted.

The new inset text mesh can now be welded/modelled onto any additional object.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0mkoMkEbc0

